
Learning Operators forView Independent Object RecognitionJosef PauliChristian{Albrechts{Universit�atInstitut f�ur InformatikPreusserstrasse 1-9, 24105 Kiel, Germanyjpa@informatik.uni-kiel.deAbstractIn the context of vision based robotics our work focusses on the recog-nition of target objects for object grasping. The objects are arbitrarilyshaped, and the viewing position and orientation of the camera is ar-bitrary as well. Due to various imponderables it is hard to geometricalmodel all relevant 3D object shapes and all e�ects of perspective pro-jection. Therefore 3D model based approaches for object recognitionare unfavorable in our robot application. Rather we use typical 2Dappearance patterns of the target object which will be learned in atraining phase. To acquire training patterns the turning angle of theobject and the focal length of the camera lens must be changed sys-tematically. A multidimensional Gaussian is de�ned for each typicalpattern and used as basis function (GBF) for computing similarities tocertain image patches. By appropriate linear combination of the GBFswe get a smart operator for recognizing the target object (regardlessof object turn or distance). Using various GBF con�gurations we ex-pound the trade{o� between invariance and reliability of recognition.1 IntroductionWe have equiped a robot manipulator with a vision system for autonomouslygrasping and arranging target objects. The vision system deals with two sub{tasks,recognizing the relevant object in the image and evaluating the stability of graspingsituations. It is trivially accepted, that vision systems have to be purposive forsolving a certain task (Aloimonos [1]) in order to avoid useless expenditure ofwork. Taking this principle into account, we must recover the kind of partial sceneinformation indispensable needed to recognize and manipulate an object.For example, object recognition has to be grounded on features which discrim-inate between the target object and other objects and furthermore are easy toextract from the image. Obviously, geometric features describing the exact 3Dshape would be su�cient for object recognition. However, in order to compute thegeometric features one has to bridge the problematic gap between photometricgray level edges and geometric surface discontinuities (Maxwell and Shafer [4]).
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British Machine Vision ConferenceThus it is advantageous to discover basic features which are computed directlyfrom raw gray levels or �lter responses and avoiding image segmentation.Similarily, for the second sub{task which consists of manipulating an objectthe 3D shape is not required in full detail. Rather having parallel{jaw grippersmounted we only must determine opposite grasping areas which are nearly parallel.Furthermore for object arranging only the alignment areas of the relevant objectshave to be detected. Therefore speci�c operators are needed for evaluating therelationship between the target object and the grasping �ngers (or other objects).Both for the recognition and manipulation task we don't have to reconstruct thetarget object in detail.This work focusses on the recognition of target objects by taking the mentionedprinciple into account. We implemented a vision system which is constructional inthe sense that operators for recognizing target objects can be learned for the actualenvironment. The operators are based on 2D appearance patterns of the relevantobjects or response patterns resulting from speci�c �lter operations. The mostclosely related work is from (Murase and Nayar [5]) who describe a method forappearance based object recognition. An appearance manifold of the target will beacquired by systematically changing the object turning angle and taking images indiscrete steps. Based on the most important eigenvectors of the covariance matrixthe Karhunen{Loeve transform is used for compressing the manifold. Because alinear reduction of the dimension takes place the approach is suitable only whenthe data are su�ciently linearly distributed (Joutsensalo and Miettinen [3]).Alternatively, we show the use of networks of gaussian basis functions for ap-pearance based object recognition. The approach allows a nonlinear dimensionreduction and does not assume linear constrained appearance manifolds. By care-fully spreading and con�guring basis functions an optimal operator can be learnedwhich carries out a compromise between the invariance and reliability criterion.2 Regularization networks for recognitionRecognition of an object in a certain image area is executable by applying a speci�cfunction to the signal structure of the area. The output of that recognition functioncan be de�ned as a real value between 0 and 1 which encodes the con�dence that acertain object is depicted in the image area. Unfortunately, by changing the pose(position or viewing angle) of the cameras the appearance of the objects changes.Regardless of variable size or variable graylevel structure of the 2D pattern of atarget object the recognition function should invariantly compute values near to1. On the other hand, the recognition function should compute values near to 0for image areas depicting any other object or situation.We need a scheme for approximating the recognition function based on sampledata of the input{output relation. The function should �t the sample data to meetcloseness constraints and should generalize over the sample data to meet smooth-ness constraints. Neglecting the aspect of generalizing leads to over�tted functions,otherwise, neglecting the �tting aspect leads to overgeneralized functions. Thusboth aspects have to be combined to get a quali�ed function approximation. Theregularization approach (Poggio and Girosi [8]) incorporates both constraints anddetermines such a function by minimizing a functional.



British Machine Vision ConferenceLet S = f(~pi; ri) 2 (Rm�R)ji = 1; � � � ; Ng be the sample data representing theinput{output relation of the function that we want to approximate. The functional(1) consists of a closeness term and a smoothness term which are combined by aregularization factor � expressing relative importance.H(f) = ( NXi=1(ri � f(~pi))2) + � k Pf k2 (1)The �rst term computes the sum of squared distances between the desired andthe actual outcome of the function. The second term incorporates a di�erentialoperator P for describing the smoothness of the function.Under some pragmatic conditions (see again [8]) the solution of the regulariza-tion functional is given by equation (2).f(~p) = NXi=1 viGi(~p; ~pi) (2)The basis functions Gi are speci�ed for a limited range of de�nition having ~pi asthe center. Based on a general window function G we get the N versions Gi byshifting the center of de�nition through the input space to the places ~p1; � � � ; ~pN .The several versions are called support functions due to the local range of de�ni-tion. Equation (2) says that the solution of the regularization problem is a linearcombination of (typically nonlinear) support functions.In our application the sample data S consist of image patterns ~pi and recog-nition values ri. Each pattern represents the signal structure of a certain imagearea and will be formulated by a vector taking a speci�c order into account. Thedimension n of such a vector is equal to the pixel number of a pre{de�ned patternsize which typically can be a few hundreds up to a few thousands. The recog-nition value ri is a real scalar between 0 and 1. Based on the sample data S arecognition function fr has to be acquired which is based on support functionsand combination factors. We de�ne the support functions as multidimensionalsymmetric gaussians (Gaussian Basis Functions, GBFs) in which the dimensionis again equal to the pixel number of the patterns.The number of GBFs could (!) be equal to the number of samples in S. In thatcase the center of each GBF would be de�ned by the patterns ~pi. On account ofapplying principles of the minimum description length (MDL, Rissanen [10]) it isof interest to discover the minimum number of support functions needed to reacha critical quality of the function approximation. The actual motivation for incor-porating the MDL principle is to get a recognition function which is e�cientlyapplicable (see below). Rather than using the patterns ~p1; � � � ; ~pN for de�ningGBFs we cluster the patterns into M groups { with M � N { according to simi-larity and compute typical patterns ~c1; � � � ; ~cM . Each typical pattern ~cj is used forde�ning a GBF by taking the pattern as the center of the de�nition range.Gj(~p; ~cj) = exp(�k ~p� ~cj k22�2j ) (3)The function Gj computes a value of similarity between the typical pattern ~cj anda new pattern ~p. The speci�cation of similarity is a�ected by the pre{speci�ed



British Machine Vision Conferenceparameter �j which determines the support size and shape of the GBF. It is intu-itively clear that the ranges of de�nition of the support functions Gj must overlapto a certain degree in order to approximate the recognition function appropriately.The overlap between the GBFs is just determined by the parameters �j. Thecombination of the GBFs is de�ned by the factors wj.fr(~p) = MXj=1wjGj(~p; ~cj) (4)Equations (3) and (4) de�ne the scheme for all recognition functions to be discussedin this work.Currently, the mentioned approximation scheme is popular in the neural net-work literature under the terms GBF network or regularization network (Bishop[2, pp. 164{191]). A regularization network consists of an input layer, a layerof hidden nodes and an output layer. In our application the input layer and theoutput layer consist of one node respectively, and the number of hidden node isequal to the number of GBFs. The layer of hidden nodes approximates the ap-pearance manifold of the target object and therefore the whole network can beused as recognition function. The input node represents the input pattern of therecognition function. The hidden nodes are de�ned by the M support functionsand all these will be applied to the input pattern. The output node computes therecognition value by a weighted combination of results coming from the supportfunctions. The input space of the regularization network is the set of all possiblepatterns of the pre{de�ned size but each hidden node only responds signi�cantfor a certain subset of these patterns. Unlike simple applications of regularizationnetworks, in our application (of object recognition) the dimension of the inputspace is extremely high.3 Learning operators for recognitionThe approach for learning a recognition function is as follows:(i) We take sample images containing the object which has to be recognized ata later date. The samples di�er from each other due to a systematic change ofthe view conditions. (ii) Optionally, we apply speci�c �lters to the image in orderto enhance or express certain properties (see section 6). (iii) From each of the(�ltered) sample images we extract a small rectangular area having the relevantobject inside. The generated set of training patterns is the basis for learning therecognition function (that is, the GBF network). (iv) According to the approachfor learning a GBF network we �rst have to cluster the training patterns withregard to similarity. (v) Finally, we determine appropriate combination factors ofthe GBFs by least squares �tting using the pseudo inverse technique.Steps (i), (ii), and (iii) will be illustrated in the sections below. Step (iv) isimplemented as follows. We use a clustering approach which is similar to the error{based ISODATA clustering algorithm in Schalko� [11, pp. 109-125]. The algorithminitially groups the patterns using the standard K{means method. Then, clustersexhibiting large variances are split in two, and clusters that are too close togetherare merged. Next, K{means is reiterated taking the new clusters into account.



British Machine Vision ConferenceThis sequence is repeated until no more clusters are split or merged. The allowedvariances within a cluster can be controlled by speci�c parameters.Also step (v) needs further explanation. First, a set of M support functionswill be applied to each pattern ~pi of a set of N training patterns. This results in amatrix A of similarity values with N rows and M columns. Second, we de�ne anN{dimensional vector ~h of desired output values. E.g., the GBF network has tocompute constantly the recognition value 1 for each training pattern. Third, wede�ne a vector ~w which comprises the unknown combination factors w1; � � � ; wMof the support functions. Finally, the problem is to solve the equation A~w = ~h forthe vector ~w. According to Press et al. [9, pp. 671{675] we compute the pseudoinverse of A and determine the vector ~w directly.A# = (ATA)�1AT ; ~w = A#~h (5)The learned operator for the recognition of an object is de�ned by a GBFnetwork. The collection of GBFs is based on a set of typical patterns (appearancepatterns). The support of the GBFs speci�es the generalizing ability for applyingthe operator to new patterns of the object (not included in the training set). Thequestion of interest is: How many GBFs are needed and what size of the supportis appropriate for robust object recognition? The robustness will be de�ned byincorporating an invariance criterion and a reliability criterion. The invariancecriterion strives for an operator which responds nearly equal for any appearancepattern of the target object. The reliability criterion aims at an operator whichclearly discriminates between the target object and any other object or situation.Regions of the appearance space which represent views of objects other than thetarget object or any background area should be given low con�dence values.We will experimentally demonstrate a conict in trying to maximize bothcriterions simultaneously. Therefore related to the over�tting/overgeneralizingdilemma (discussed above) a compromise is needed. By changing the number andthe support size of the GBFs we show the invariance and reliability performance ofrecognition functions. Section 4 presents experiments on object recognition underarbitrary view angle, section 5 deals with object recognition under arbitrary viewdistance. Finally, section 6 discusses the approach and mentions future work.4 Object recognition under arbitrary view angleFor learning an appropriate operator we actually must take sample images of thetarget object under several view angles. Due to a momentary lack of camera mo-bility we instead turn the object and acquire turn{dependent appearance patterns(size of the object patterns: 15x15 = 225 pixel). Figure 1 shows a subset of eightpatterns from an overall collection of 32. The collection is devided into a trainingand a testing set comprising 16 patterns each. The training set has been taken byequidistant turning angles of 22.5 degree and the testing set di�ers by an o�set of10 degree. Therefore, both in the training and testing set the turn of the objectchanges in discrete steps over the range of 360 degree.



British Machine Vision ConferenceFig. 1. Varying turning angle of the target object.The collection of GBFs and their combination factors will be learned accordingto the approach of section 3. By modifying the number and/or the support of theGBFs we get speci�c operators. In the �rst experiment a small support has beenchosen which results in a spare overlap of the GBFs. Four variants of operators willbe de�ned for recognizing the target by choosing 2, 4, 8 and 16 GBFs respectively.Figure 2 shows four curves ((a), (b), (c), (d)) of con�dence values computed byapplying the operators to the target object of the test images. The more supportfunctions are used, the higher the con�dence values for recognizing the target. Thecon�dence values vary signi�cant when changing the turning angle of the object,and therefore the operators are hardly invariant.The second experiment di�ers from the �rst in that a large support of the GBFshas been used leading to a broad overlap. Figure 3 shows once again four curvesof con�dence values produced by the new operators. Consistently, the invariancecriterion improves and the con�dence nearly takes the desired value 1. Taking onlythe invariance aspect into account, the operator characterized by many GBFs andlarge support is the best (see curve (d) in Figure 3).
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(d)Fig. 2. Con�dence of target recognition,four di�erent sizes of GBF network, con-stant small support.
(a)
(b)
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Fig. 3. Con�dence of target recognition,four di�erent sizes of GBF network, con-stant large support.The third experiment incorporates the reliability criterion into object recog-nition. An operator is reliable, if the recognition value computed for the targetobject is signi�cant higher than those of other objects. In the experiment we applythe operators to the target object and to three test objects (outlined in Figure 4 bywhite rectangles). Based on 16 GBFs as support functions we de�ne 6 operatorsby systematically increasing the support in 6 steps.Figure 5 shows four curves dedicated to the target and the three test objects.If we enlarge the support of the GBFs and apply the operators to the target objecta slight increase of the con�dence values occurs (curve (a)). If we enlarge the sup-



British Machine Vision Conferenceport in the same way and apply the operators to the test objects the con�dencevalues increase dramatically (curves (b), (c), (d)). Consequently, the curves forthe test objects approach the curve for the target object. Increasing the supportof the GBFs makes the operator more and more unreliable (overgeneralization).However, according to the �rst experiments an increasing support makes the op-erator more and more invariant with regard to object turn (over�tting). Thus acompromise has to be made in specifying an operator for object recognition.            ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������

Fig.4. Target object (outlined by abold rectangle) and test objects (out-lined by �ne rectangles).
(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)Fig.5. Discriminating the targetand other objects, constant size ofGBF network, increasing support.5 Object recognition for arbitrary view distanceFor learning an appropriate operator we actually must take sample images of thetarget object under several spatial distances between object and camera. Due tothe lack of camera mobilitywe instead change the focal length of the lens in order toreach similar projection e�ects. A small (large) focal length leads to a large (small)size of the object pattern in the image. Figure 6 shows on the left the image ofan experimental scene (depicting the target object and other objects) taken undera mean focal length. On the right a collection of 11 training patterns depicts thetarget object which has been taken under a systematic decrease of the focal lengthin 11 discrete steps. The size of the object pattern changes from 15x15 pixel to65x65 pixel. Each training pattern encodes essential information and therefore wedon't have to build clusters. Accordingly, for each training pattern a single GBFis de�ned. The combination factors of the GBFs are determined as before.A further collection of 10 test images has been acquired which di�ers from thetraining set by using intermediate values of focal length. We constructed threeoperators for object recognition taking small, middle, and large support of theGBFs. In the �rst experiment these operators have been applied to the target ofthe test images. Figure 7 shows in curve (a) the con�dence values for recognizingthe target object taking a small support into account. The con�dence value di�ersigni�cantly by changing the focal length and is far away from the desired value 1.Alternatively, if we use a middle support the con�dence values have approachedto 1 and the smoothness of the curve improved (curve (b)). Finally, using a largesupport will lead to invariant recognition values near to 1 (curve (c)).
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Fig. 6. Scene for object recognition (left), target object under varying focal length (right).In the second experiment we investigate the reliability criterion for the threeoperators from above. The operators will be applied to all objects of the test image(image on the left in Figure 6), and the highest con�dence value of recognition hasto be selected. Of course, it is expected to get the highest recognition value fromthe target object. Figure 8 once again depicts (equal to Figure 7) the con�dencevalues of applying the three operators to the target object (curves (a), (b), (c)).Furthermore, if we use the operator of large support for all objects of the testimages we frequently get higher con�dence values for objects other than the targetobject (see curve (c1)). In those cases the operator fails to localize the targetobject. Alternatively, applying the operator of middle support will improve therealibility criterion (curve (b1) rarely surpasses curve (b)). Finally, the operator ofsmall support localizes the target object in all test images. The highest con�dencevalue will be computed just for the target object (curve (a) and curve (a1) areidentical).
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Fig. 7. Invariance aspect of target recog-nition, constant size of GBF network, small,middle, and large support.
(b)

(c)
(c1)

(b1)

(a1)
(a)Fig. 8. Reliability aspect of target recognition,constant size of GBF network, small, middle,and large support.



British Machine Vision Conference6 DiscussionWe have presented an approach for object recognition which does not require apriori knowledge of the three{dimensional geometric shapes. Rather the knowledgeabout objects is grounded in photometric appearance. As a consequence, theoperator for object recognition must be learned on the basis of raw gray levelsor elementary �lter responses. The vision system for object recognition has tobe adjusted to the actual environment in order to reach autonomy. By doingexperiments prior to the application stage (like the one presented in this work) wecan later make use of the learned recognition functions.For representing and learning the operator a regularization network is used. Inour application it is implemented with gaussian basis functions (GBFs) but anyother bell{shaped parabolic function is possible as well. The regularization factor(see equation (1)) is controlled by the number and the support size of the ba-sis functions. Various con�gurations reect the well{known invariance/reliabilityconict in object recognition (see Figures 3 versus 5, and 7 versus 8).Increasing the support (and/or increasing the number) of GBFs makes theoperator for object recognition invariant but unreliable. In order to reach a certaindegree of discriminability between the target object and other objects the claim forstrict invariance has to be reduced to appoximate invariance. Therefore, a furthergoal of doing experiments prior to application stage is to discover an appropriatecompromise between invariance and reliability of object recognition.The greatest strength of the approach is the ability to learn (approximate) in-variants under real world changes. Usual methods for invariant pattern recognition(Wood [12]) have the constraint that the permitted transformations are acting di-rectly on the patterns. As opposed to that in the recognition of three{dimensionalobjects one has to deal with changing view directions, view distances, object back-ground, illuminations and maybe further imponderable changes. Therefore thepattern transformations are much more complicated because they originate fromreal world changes. Fortunately, our experiments proved, that approximate invari-ants can be learned with regularization networks.The approach is generic in several aspects. First, invariants can be learned forany imaginable real world changes. For example, in (Pauli et al. [7]) we demon-strated the robust object recognition under varying object background and varyingillumination. Second, the approach can also be applied to �ltered images ratherthan raw images. For example, by using the output of a bandlimited �lter we canlearn a reliable recognition function which is speci�c to certain signal frequencies(to recognize certain shapes or textures). Third, the appearance based approachcan not only be applied to object recognition but also to situation recognition. Forexample, in (Pauli [6]) we evaluated the stability of grasping situations based onthe recognition of the relationship between the target object and the robot �ngers.Usually the problem of object recognition comes in combination with objectlocalization in the image. Due to place limitation we don't mention the approachand therefore the interested reader is recommended to (Pauli et al. [7]).In future work we will develop strategies for combining several invariants.Recognition functions have to be learned which are robust with regard to morecomplicated real world changes.
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